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What was  
the heaviest newspaper 
that you have ever had  

in your hands?



The heaviest ever magazine was ›Shukan Jutaku Joho‹  
of Japan (Jan. 10, 1990; 1,940 pages)

pages  
in total1,612

Sunday, September 13, 1987
kilograms  
in weight5.4
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The heaviest ever newspaper



1st wave of digital disruption: unbundling

News  
sites

Opinion  
sites

Niche verticals 
(around topics,  

personalities, 
communities)

User generated  
content  
(blogs, boards)

Brand websites  
(product, service  
pages)

Marketplaces



Unbundling news from marketplaces  
Impact on U.S. publishers revenue

Source: Pew Research Centre 2013
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… unbundling of individual stories

Headline  
of an article

Visual elements: 
e.g. picture,  

video, graphics

Complements: 
e.g. comments,  

reactions

Text of an article

Text elements: 
e.g. captions,  
sidebars

Recommended:  
e.g. related, earlier,  
similar stories



Source: Tow Centre, Columbia Graduate School of Journalism 2017

Driving prices down Top U.S. media brands 
distribute content across up to 22 platforms



Source: Statista 2017, Company data 2017
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Source: Statista 2017, Company data 2017
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Source: Reuters Institute 
University of Oxford 2017

The world’s biggest newspaper? Facebook

80%
 Internet users  
 worldwide use  
 one of Facebook’s   
 platforms weekly 

54%
 Uses it  
 for news 





Commoditization Low barriers of entry / Suppliers’ 
interchangeability / Pitfalls of attention-driven biz model



3rd wave  
of disruption: 
decoupling
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How decoupling works Consumers’ decision 
making process vs. publishers’ business model

Built upon:  T. Teixeira, Decoupling effects of digital disruptors, EBR, 2016
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Decoupling Platforms, ad-blockers let consumers 
avoid value eroding activities or minimise pains
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Chapter 2:
Business analysis: 
How to monetise  
engagement with Facebook
Today, using Facebook to drive traffic to news 
publishers’ websites and monetising it with 
advertising displayed on those sites is the most 
common business model.

Traditionally, news publishers have engaged with Facebook for many reasons, of 
which direct monetisation has not often been the most important. 

Results of the survey of WAN-IFRA members show that most publishers still 
think of the platform as a content-distribution channel, a space to engage new 
audiences, or a tool to build awareness of their brand. So basically, from the 
business perspective, they leverage Facebook to strengthen their digital adver-
tising products and services.

FIGURE 3.1. MAIN OBJECTIVES OF NEWS PUBLISHERS’ ENGAGEMENT 
WITH FACEBOOK

Objective % of publishers

Distribute my content to audiences 69%

Target new audiences 63%

Build awareness for my brands 55%

Acquire customers on Facebook to generate 
sales outside of Facebook (e.g. with advertis-
ing or paid content on my own websites)

41%

Enhance engagement with my products and 
services

37%

Launch new products and services 14%

Other objectives 10%

Generate sales right on Facebook (e.g. with 
advertising revenue shared by Facebook)

6%

Source: WAN-IFRA Member Survey on Facebook Monetisation, May 2017; N=49; Q: What are 
the main objectives of engaging with Facebook for your business? A: Publishers could choose 
up to three objectives, so their answers do not add up to 100%.

22WAN-IFRA REPORT Reality check – making money 
with Facebook

Source: WAN-IFRA 2017

Is it just a pipe? Publishers’ objectives on FB



How to respond?



Winners of the attention economy Aggregate 
largest audiences & capture most of ad revenue

71% 89%
 Combined share of Google  
 and Facebook in U.S. digital  
 advertising market in 2016 

 Their share in  
 new ad spend  
 in 2016 

Source: Internet Advertising Bureau 2017, Digital Content Next 2017



Who else captures $ in digital ad ecosystem?

Source: AEMII / Future Media Lab / European Magazine Media Association 2016

 $1 
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Advertiser Agency Trading Desk DMP/ 
Data provider

DSP Ad exchange SSP/  
Ad network

Publisher

Share of ad tech 
companies 61%



Facebook contribution  
to digital business revenue

7%
Source: WAN-IFRA 2017

How much money do publishers get from 
Facebook? Survey of 49 WAN-IFRA members

Average percentage  
of Facebook-referred traffic

33%
& BTW:



Average  
monthly  
platform 
revenue $1.3m
Source: Digital Content Next 2017

What kind of money the biggest guys get?  
Survey of 17 top U.S. publishers

Share of                payments  
in average total platform revenue60%

advertising revenue share + 
syndication + production fees



$27. 6bn  /  50m
 Facebook’s ad  
 revenue in 2016 

Let’s imagine Facebook shares it all

 Page  
 publishers 

= $552
Source: Facebook 2017



So how to respond?



Lobby for regulatory 
interventions? 

Launch your own platforms? 
Build alliances to share data, 

technology, perhaps even 
customers? 

Make users love ads?
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What about charging  
other parties 

for content itself?



Who pays for digital content at the NY Times?

Consumers

Content 
marketeers

Retailers
Donors

Syndication



How much money may the Times make?

$232m
 digital-only  
 subscriptions (2016) 

<$60m
 branded content (est.) 

<$10m
 affiliate  
 marketing (est.) 

>$5m
 donors (est.) 

Source: NYT Company, Q4 2016; author’s estimations based on data reported in trade press

$77m
 syndication, events,  
 e-commerce (2016) 



Digital business models of publishers

82%
 digital display  
 advertising 

Source: WAN-IFRA 2017

73%
 branded  
 content 

62%
 events 

50%
 digital subscriptions 

36%
 e-commerce 



Platforms  
are not your friends,  

nor enemies 
Hire them to work for you



Think of platforms as fishing ponds Look there 
for customers but take them out for business



Platforms  
use for  
any purpose 
& for news

Data for 36 countries surveyed by Reuters Institute. Source: Digital News Report 2017
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Align your efforts to your business strategy  
More people use WhatsApp for news than Twitter



What jobs do people hire media for?

To acquire information, knowledge, understanding

Based on media uses and gratification theory by Katz, Gurevitch, Haas, 1973 

To feel emotion, pleasure To gain credibility, status
To connect with family, friends To escape, divert



Evaluation

Awareness & Trial 
on & off-platform

Contribution
Referral

Repeated use  
on & off-platform

Customer’s  
need & 
attention Purchase

Loyalty

Consideration  
of the paid offer

Use continued  
on & off-platform

Visitor Subscriber

This fish is back to water after being served 
Customer journeys reshaped by new user behaviour

Source: G. Piechota, “The Facebook-Media Relationship”, INMA 2016



When a visitor comes 
from FB… Should we 
flood her  with ads? 
Emulate HP experience? 
Sell the sub? Present the 
brand? Ask for e-mail? 



Platforms shape expectations User experience / 
Aggregation / Algorithmic feeds / Reference price 

Based on “Attitudes to paying for online news”, Reuters Institute, 2017



You are not  
mass media anymore 

Chase value, not reach



What’s the annual ARPU for the NY Times?

$1.70  Visitor of NYTimes.com  
 (monetised with digital ads) 

$125
Source: author’s calculations based on NYT Company, Q4 2016; Nieman Lab 2017

 Digital-only subscriber  
 of NYTimes.com 

$1,000,000  Top sponsor of  
 student subs 



Focus on segmenting users, not features 
Whales reveal themselves by behaviour



Virtues of the meter Expose users to all features / 
Monitor to spot the most frequent & engaged users



Develop, defend own channels

Optimise push channels, e.g. newsletters, alerts, 
recommendations, for light user activation, retention

Cherish your pull channels, e.g. home pages, mobile 
apps and optimise them to serve better heavy users



Fight commoditization 
Differentiate product/service  

beyond content



Uber kills taxis. Why does Airbnb kill no hotels?

Uber & LA: in 3 years taxi rides down up to 42%
Airbnb & Austin: in 5 years hotel nights down 10%

Source: Los Angeles Department of Transportation; Zervas, Proserpio, Byers 2016



How to differentiate? Choose to whom first 
Align the product to subscribers, and not visitors



Improve user experiences AND differentiate 
Think different formats, layouts, features, tools



Design the portfolio of features

Optimised for new acquisition, retention, upgrade
Content with different business models attached



Your product is not 
content only 
E.g. embed 
community features 
into your channels.  
Plan the ladder  
of engagement

ORGA- 
NISERS  

BUILD  NEW 
NETWORKS

CURATORS: MANAGE 
NETWORKS FOR YOU

CONTRIBUTORS: ADD ORIGINAL 
VALUE TO YOUR PRODUCT

REFERRERS: SHARE YOUR WORK WITH THEIR 
NETWORKS

PASSIVE USERS: JUST CONSUME YOUR WORK

Built upon: G. Oestreicher-
Singer, L. Zalmanson: 
Content or Community?, 
MIS Quarterly 2013



Upgrades Plan  
a new features pipeline

Source: C. Lee, V. Kumaar, S. Gupta: Designing Premium: 
Balancing Growth and Monetisation Strategies, HBR 2015

Share of 
premium users 
over time

Early adopters 
are willing 
to pay for the  
premium offering

Late adopters are  
more price-sensitive 
and see less value 
in upgrading

New features are  
introduced, driving 
new conversions



There’s strength in numbers 
Collaborate more across 

industry & beyond



Why did the industry need Google  
to organise and create an AMP standard?



Source: GfK 2016

Germans vs. Amazon 
Share in e-book market
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Questions?

grzegorz.piechota@gmail.com 
Senior Research Fellow, Green Templeton 
College & Reuters Institute, University of Oxford

Research Associate, Harvard Business School

Former news editor, Gazeta Wyborcza


